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Date(s) 

 

Objectives 

 

Users 

 

User 

Criteria 

 

Summary Results (with link for summary document or 

presentation with details) 

7/10 First trial of 

demo 

prototype 1, 

determine 

overall 

usability 

3 None Need to more effectively communicate waveform functionality. 

 

Starting temp of 8 is too hot. 

 

Require new users only for prototype testing. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lCcsqKY3b-

OTKqB6DyMkvUmaV9vuOnc_/view?usp=sharing 

7/12  

 Demo 

Prototype 2, 

overall 

usability 

2 New Users  Navigation issues, users do not know how to advance once  

they put on the device. 

 

There is understanding of physical and mental self-check-in 

ratings, a shift is noticed. 

 

There is an issue with the order for both users, one user would 

prefer the “why” screens first. 

 

Instruction to pause ineffective. 

 

Do not understand the true end, think it ends when session with 

device ends. 

 

Alert screen ineffective. 

 

Timer should count down instead of up. 

 

“Session in Process” looks like a button. 

 

Three minutes not long enough for one user. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lCcsqKY3b-

OTKqB6DyMkvUmaV9vuOnc_/view?usp=sharing 

 

7/15 Prototype 3, 

overall 

usability 

5 New Users  Start temp of 8 too hot. 

 

Gender of bodies problematic. 

 

Need two sliders, one for each category for the self-check-in 

ratings. 

 

Temp bar slider problematic— size, max/min, seeing temp when 

sliding. 

 

Provide a try later option that saves place in demo. 
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Improve navigation, need to clarify click or swipe, maybe add 

carrots. 

 

Put why and how to use screens before trying it, users clear they 

like the why screens and want them first, also clear that when 

trying they won’t want to read anything. 

 

Pause and close to end of session confusing. 

 

Thought it ended at “session is over.” 

 

Waveform education improved but still unclear. 

 

The number of screens could be reduced. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lCcsqKY3b-

OTKqB6DyMkvUmaV9vuOnc_/view?usp=sharing 

 

8/20 Early 

onboarding 

usability--

combining 

demo with 

profile setup, 

comparing 

user needs 

questions, get 

opinions on 

modals and 

error 

messaging 

5 New users  Navigation- be able to both swipe and click arrows. 

 

Provide escape hatch--a way to skip the demo portion and go 

back to it. 

 

Be able to play/experiment with device directly after the demo. 

 

Instruction for custom mode setting is needed. 

 

User needs question location is 50/50 ok to needs change. 

 

Be able to dismiss modals and read them later in another 

location, or avoid by sending emails. 

 

Do user needs as user goals V2 with less wordiness. 

 

Make error messages actionable and purposeful, avoid 

whenever possible. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1quBJxpqMTdmlJutxWeTxFTE4tF

te0_SJ/view?usp=sharing 

8/27 Modal Testing 

for both User 

Goals and 

Lightbar Error 

messaging 

3 New users  The modals for lightbar error messaging are highly functional. 

 

Modal for user goals— do not trigger on a click/interrupt tasking, 

position in location that will not cover functional needs possibly 

at top, would be expected right when signing in and to change in 

profile--not as a pop-up, do not do more frequently than every 2 

weeks 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jh0-

eRbeM0K5sVjfdod8ywDauo3zOIFd/view?usp=sharing 
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 8/27  Custom Save 

Mode Beta--

determine 

usability of 

new custom 

save mode in 

dev 

(prototype 

made based 

on 

screenshots 

of new flow) 

 

 3 New users All users tested could create, save and change the wave 

sensation of their custom mode. 

 

Two users clicked the settings instead of the modes icon when 

tasked to create a mode. 

 

Languaging is an issue— users found “energizing” and 

“soothing” to be confusing, would prefer some form of “small, 

medium, big,” or, “slow, medium, fast.” 

 

Three dots to click on saved waveform confusing to two users. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jh0-

eRbeM0K5sVjfdod8ywDauo3zOIFd/view?usp=sharing 

8/27 Determine 

usability of 

current profile 

setup, device 

pairing, temp 

dial, lightbar 

error info, 

user data, 

custom save 

mode  

3 New users Profile set-up, pairing and temp dial functionality were rated a ⅘ 

by users. 

 

Custom save mode a ⅗. 

 

Settings and personal data rated ⅖. 

 

A broad IA change with an addition of a tab bar could be a great  

solution. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jh0-

eRbeM0K5sVjfdod8ywDauo3zOIFd/view?usp=sharing 

9/30-

10/1 

Demo V1 

(post-student 

work) 

4 (¾ = 

women 

over age 

50) 

New users 

with target 

dem when 

possible 

Demo to learn the device is simple, clear and easy. 

 

Length is fine. 

 

Forcing through is fine (likely because it is short and simple). 

 

Wave education is effective. 

 

More detailed information on how it works could be beneficial. 

 

Change hierarchy of ratings screens 

 

Change final ratings results screen 

 

Review chapter titles 

 

Consider adding a screen to encourage taking more time or 

experimenting with temp settings 

 

Consider adding an FAQ section, optional but within demo at 

end, or link to website FAQ 

 

Average time to complete 3 minutes 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E0X25WVL0MbzS_IsH5ClLHTg

KT2IK23P/view?usp=sharing 

10/3 Demo V2A--

no 

illustrations in 

the temp dial 

3 New users, 

target dem 

not 

accessed 

Users are unsure of what the temp dial will change especially 

when there are drawings inside of it. 

 

Less understanding of the wave expressed in group B. 

 

Most users report they would have skipped the demo if this had 

not been a test and just tried the device on their own. 

 

Two users suggested including a video of how to wear it. 

 

Users found it problematic to be told how to put the device on 

and then have to wait to start it. 

 

Forcing to view each screen the first time through does not 

bother users but being able to review what they have seen is 

important. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R0fUIw3bnwz9xVluu1jK2OZrlBU

0I_uM/view?usp=sharing 

10/4 Demo V2B--

with 

illustrations in 

the temp dial 

2 New users, 

target dem 

not 

accessed 

Shown with V2A above. 

 

 

10/15 Demo V3 3 New users, 

target dem 

not 

accessed 

Add a timer and/or navigation arrows to the “My Session” temp 

dial experience series. Moving from advancing manually to not 
was very confusing/frustrating for ⅔ users. 
 
5 minutes can seem too long a time for some, one user had 
issue with that time length, however I think the length of time 
contributed to users noticing a temperature shift. Adding a timer, 
could perhaps add languaging similar to “same amount of time 
as making coffee.” 
 
⅔ users requested wanting more information about how to use 

the device, they recommended having the instructions available 
(important to note for future setup) 
 
Make sure entire experience is navigable (fast vs slow readers) 
so that anything that is missed can be found again and anything 
already learned can be skipped 
 
One user didn’t like going from putting on the device to “Now 
notice what you are feeling,” confused him as he thought he was 
going to try it immediately. Other two didn’t report this. Could put 
how to wear right after rating screens, and change languaging 

on rating screens to, “Before starting, notice what you are 
feeling.” etc. 
 
Overall my impression was that this is a very good version! 
Besides the navigation around the temp dial I feel this demo 
really allowed users to notice a shift in temp and gave them a 
nice experience. All three noticed their temperature shifting and 
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noticed the wave. Woohoo! 

 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ORVe_JUZ9j52gTn8OdaO9uFvtl
zDwIst/view?usp=sharing 

10/8 Onboarding 4 New users, 

one target 

dem 

accessed 

(female 

over age 

50) 

Shorten length of whole thing (V, S, D) (“I would not even do 

this, I would just use the device, it’s easier”--V) 

 

Shorten profile setup (V) 

 

Change order so that you learn how it works first, then how to 

set it up and put it on, then try it (V, S, D-- all forgot how to put it 

on when it came time to try it, had set it up without wearing it) 

 

Both email and phone are strange, give email opt out option (A, 

S) 

 

Reduce repetition of illustrations, perhaps remove them from 

begining (V, A, D) 

 

Clarify that device will not change core temperature or detect 

body temp (V, S) 

 

Change wording of sweetspot (“Not sure what sweetspot means, 

why not “desired temp”?) (A) 

 

Change wording of “base temp” (V, S, A) 

Unclear on what it meant, contributed to misunderstanding of 

device function 

 

Clarify picture of tightening band, in picture it is loose (A) 

 

“Not sure why 7 days? This seems so simple, I would only have 

that appear if someone did not have improvement on the scale, 

and then ‘Don’t feel bad, some people need 7 days’ “(A) 

 

Remove final screen with tips--gives similar results as basic IA 

testing earlier, high potential cognitive overload 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YNGETMQoSa025HGpWNpLXX

m2ncPIVJtc/view?usp=sharing 

10/24 Onboarding 5 New users, 

one target 

dem 

accessed 

(female 

over age 

50) 

Overall great testing, user goals flow is main issue.. 

 

Minimal issues compared to earlier iterations, achieving the level 
of noticing/understanding waveform that we are is a big win. 

 
Most users did not read the full instructions for goal-setting and 
did not understand entering a primary goal on the first page and 
secondary goals on the second page, a more clear method for 
doing this is necessary. Three users thought that nothing 
happened after entering their primary goal because the screen 
did not change enough, only one read the full screens. 
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Navigation is occasionally problematic 

 
All users tested understood the Waveform 
 
Two out of four users thought the wave gif meant the device was 
on and was not connected to the device’s pulsing, one thought 
that it might but quickly realized it wasn’t and then assumed it 
just meant the device was on, and one thought it meant 
something was loading (like the spinning wheel) 
 
Five minutes is too long for some for a session, one user hit stop 
because she said she had tried it long enough and was done, 

another expressed a lot of frustration of having to wait 5 minutes 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qT8rWrw3AItDiPpYq3SqiFrMoZn
Z69LG/view?usp=sharing 
 

 


